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Abstract

The role of a Dungeon Master, or DM, in the game Dun-
geons & Dragons is to perform multiple tasks simultaneously.
The DM must digest information about the game setting and
monsters, synthesize scenes to present to other players, and
respond to the players’ interactions with the scene. Doing
all of these tasks while maintaining consistency within the
narrative and story world is no small feat of human cogni-
tion, making the task tiring and unapproachable to new play-
ers. Large language models (LLMs) like GPT-3 and ChatGPT
have shown remarkable abilities to generate coherent natural
language text. In this paper, we conduct a formative evalua-
tion with DMs to establish the use cases of LLMs in D&D
and tabletop gaming generally. We introduce CALYPSO, a
system of LLM-powered interfaces that support DMs with in-
formation and inspiration specific to their own scenario. CA-
LYPSO distills game context into bite-sized prose and helps
brainstorm ideas without distracting the DM from the game.
When given access to CALYPSO, DMs reported that it gener-
ated high-fidelity text suitable for direct presentation to play-
ers, and low-fidelity ideas that the DM could develop further
while maintaining their creative agency. We see CALYPSO
as exemplifying a paradigm of AI-augmented tools that pro-
vide synchronous creative assistance within established game
worlds, and tabletop gaming more broadly.

Introduction
Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) (Gygax and Arneson 1974)
is a tabletop role-playing game (TTRPG)—a collaborative
storytelling game where a group of players each create and
play as their own character, exploring a world created by
and challenges set by another player known as the Dungeon
Master (DM). It is the DM’s role to play the non-player char-
acters and monsters, and to write the overarching plot of the
game.

As a co-creative storytelling game, Dungeons & Dragons
presents multiple unique challenges for AI systems aiming
to interact with it intelligently. Over the course of a game,
which is played out across multiple sessions spanning a
long duration of time (often multiple months to years), the
DM and the other players work together to produce a narra-
tive grounded in commonsense reasoning and thematic con-
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Figure 1: After rolling a random encounter (red), DMs can
use LLMs with CALYPSO to help generate an encounter
scene and digest information about monsters. CALYPSO can
present monster information concisely (green) and brain-
storm conversationally (purple) to help build a compelling
narrative to present to players (purple).

sistency (Ammanabrolu et al. 2020; Bergström 2011). As
the group plays for longer, the players define more of the
world and ad-hoc rules for interacting with it (van Velsen,
Williams, and Verhulsdonck 2009). In order to make in-
character decisions, each individual player must maintain a
personal understanding of the game world which they build
from the game history (Martin, Sood, and Riedl 2018) while
keeping track of what information other players and their
characters know (Zhou et al. 2023).

By using an AI co-DM tool, human DMs can devote more
mental energy to cognitively demanding tasks of being a
DM, such as improvising dialog of NPCs (non-player char-
acters) or repairing the script of their planned campaign. Fur-
thermore, an AI co-DM would drastically reduce the barrier
of entry into DMing. Therefore, an AI co-DM tool would be
invaluable to the D&D community.

An effective AI co-DM tool should not only produce
coherent and compelling natural language output for a
DM to effectively use for inspiration but also account for
an immense amount of background context and require-
ments for internal consistency—both within D&D rules and
within a given scenario or campaign. Large language models
(LLMs), such as GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020) and ChatGPT
(OpenAI 2022), have shown impressive abilities to generate
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coherent text. Some (Callison-Burch et al. 2022; Zhu et al.
2023) have even applied LLMs to the problem of D&D di-
alog and narrative by finetuning the models with structured
information. Whereas these works used structured informa-
tion scraped from user data to fine-tune a single model, we
use existing data in D&D source books to improve genera-
tion using zero-shot prompting with multiple models.

In this paper, we present a study in which we created a
LLM-augmented tool to assist DMs in playing D&D. We
employed the following methods:

1. We interviewed DMs to understand how they digest
game information and learn design motivations for AI as-
sistants in the domain.

2. We created a gameplay setting that allowed us to study
D&D gameplay on a larger scale than other recent works
and invited 71 players to participate.

3. We created a system of three LLM-powered interfaces,
which we call CALYPSO (Collaborative Assistant for
Lore and Yielding Plot Synthesis Objectives), that DMs
and players could use as they played D&D, and studied
the ways in which DMs and players incorporated them
into their creative process over four months using estab-
lished HCI methods.

We show that language models are capable “co-DMs” –
not a player in the same way that the human players and
DM are, but still a synchronous agent that acts as a guide for
the human DM. We provide insights into how TTRPG play-
ers actually want to use these tools and present validated so-
lutions that can extend beyond the D&D domain. Our study
shows that a system designed with these motivations in mind
saw consistent prolonged usage among a community of cre-
ative writers.

Background and Related Work
Dungeons & Dragons in the Time of COVID
Traditionally, Dungeons & Dragons is played in person.
Players use physical character sheets and monster stats ref-
erenced from books containing hundreds of prewritten “stat
blocks” (as pictured in Figure 2a) (Perkins et al. 2014). DMs
have the option to create a world of their own to play in (also
sometimes called “homebrewing” a setting) or to set their
game in a professionally written “module”: a book contain-
ing a detailed outline of an adventure, including the setting,
non-player characters, predesigned challenges and monster
encounters, and lore. Previous works have explored meth-
ods of how to present information in these existing settings
more clearly to DMs, such as through a computer-generated
adventure flowchart (Acharya, Mateas, and Wardrip-Fruin
2021) or recommender systems for relevant entities in a
scene (Perez, Eisemann, and Bidarra 2021).

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has
been a shift towards playing D&D online (Yuan et al. 2021).
Rather than using physical character sheets and reference
books while playing in person, a large number of groups
instead play virtually using tools like D&D Beyond (Wiz-
ards of the Coast, LLC 2017) for virtual character sheets

and reference books, Discord for messaging, virtual table-
tops like Foundry (Foundry Gaming, LLC 2019) to simulate
maps, and game state trackers like Avrae (Zhu and Wizards
of the Coast, LLC 2016) to track character and monster stats.
For inspiration and immersion, DMs also use online tools
like dScryb (dScryb Inc. 2020), which provides prewritten
text, Tabletop Audio (Roven 2014), which provides sound-
boards and soundscapes, and random tables published in
D&D source books (Crawford, Perkins, and Wyatt 2014),
which provide a prewritten set of options, for specific sce-
narios (e.g. encountering a dragon).

Large Language Models and D&D
Large language models (LLMs) are a recent development in
the area of Natural Language Processing that have demon-
strated emergent capabilities of understanding users’ input
and replying directly in the user’s language (c.f. a machine
language). A neural architecture based on the Transformer
(Vaswani et al. 2017), they are capable of learning user-
defined tasks with no additional training (“few-shot” or “in-
context” learning) and referencing concepts defined in their
large training corpus (Brown et al. 2020).

Although there has been some work looking at playing
Dungeons & Dragons using earlier neural language mod-
els (Louis and Sutton 2018; Martin, Sood, and Riedl 2018;
Rameshkumar and Bailey 2020), the introduction of LLMs
has created a renewed interest in researching tabletop gam-
ing. Callison-Burch et al. (2022) frame D&D as a dialogue
challenge and examine whether LLMs are capable of pre-
dicting a player’s next utterance based on the conversational
history, finding that local game-specific state context is im-
portant for grounded narrative generation. Newman and Liu
(2022) use LLMs to generate novel material (namely spells)
that is consistent with the style and rules of the game. Zhou
et al. (2023) create a system that models the intents of D&D
players using LLMs to inform a surrogate Theory of Mind.
Zhu et al. (2023) instrument a game state tracker to provide
concrete actor stats and combat state, finding that LLMs are
capable of producing interesting roleplay in combat scenar-
ios and predicting the action a player will take. They high-
light the importance of player and DM agency in LLM-
generated texts, proposing that LLMs are better suited for
assistant-style use cases. Kelly, Mateas, and Wardrip-Fruin
(2023) present a preliminary work using LLMs to identify
player questions from live transcriptions of gameplay and
suggest in-character responses.

Santiago et al. (2023) have proposed multiple scenarios
where LLMs and other generative AI models may be used
to assist DMs, and discuss the ways AI may be used. In
this workshop paper, they hypothesize the potential for AI to
help inspire and take cognitive burden off the DM and pro-
vide brainstorming inspiration, but also weaknesses where
AI may fall back onto overused tropes or underrepresent mi-
nority groups. In this work, we explore and expand upon
many of these hypotheses through interviews with DMs. We
create a system where DMs can fluently incorporate a LLM
into their creative process and run a broad study on its use
and failure cases.

LLMs have been explored as a writing assistant in other
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modalities as well, using various methods to assist in col-
laboratively building a narrative. These works have exam-
ined the use of conversational agents (Coenen et al. 2021;
Ippolito et al. 2022), writing in established settings (Akoury
et al. 2020), and other human-in-the-loop methods (Chung
et al. 2022; Roemmele and Gordon 2015; Samuel, Mateas,
and Wardrip-Fruin 2016; Calderwood et al. 2020; Yang et al.
2022; Kreminski et al. 2022). There has also been work
proposing LLMs for multimodal co-creative frameworks
(Lin, Agarwal, and Riedl 2022). Overall, these techniques
differ from D&D and other TTRPGs in that they primarily
focus on a single writer/creator interacting with the system,
rather than the multi-player experience in TTRPGs where all
players directly interact with the story.

To our knowledge, our work is the first to examine con-
crete implementations of multiple unique interaction modal-
ities in and outside of combat scenarios and the ways D&D
players interact with language models on this scale.

Design Motivation
To better understand the friction DMs face in looking up
reference material midgame, we conducted interviews and
ran workshop sessions with seven DMs (referred to as D1-
7 below) from a wide range of backgrounds before creating
our system. Participants ranged from 1 to 39 years of ex-
perience playing D&D (various editions). In these sessions,
we asked DMs how they approached improvising encoun-
ters – i.e., to run random encounters that are generated on
the fly (usually by rolling on an encounter table). In random
encounters, DMs do not have time to research the monster’s
stats and lore beforehand and think of backstories as to why
the monster ended up in a particular setting. From these in-
terviews, we identify several ways how an AI system could
be helpful to DMs:

Inspiration. As proposed by Santiago et al. (2023), we
find that DMs desired the ability to use a language model
to generate the first draft of an encounter, which they could
then build on top of with their own ideas (D1-3). Different
DMs envisioned giving the system varying amounts of con-
trol over the narrative. D3 expressed that they would want a
system to write a scene that they would then vet and choose
whether to present it verbatim to their players, edit it to their
liking, or use as inspiration to overcome writer’s block. D1
and D2 envisioned using the system’s generation verbatim to
present an initial scene to players while they either read the
complete text of the monster description (D2) or to reduce
cognitive load (D1).

Strategic Copilot. One DM mentioned that managing
both narrative gameplay and tracking monster stats and
mechanics overwhelmed their short-term memory, and ex-
pressed interest in a system that could aid them in making
strategic decisions and acting as a high-level copilot. They
expressed that the large amount of low-level management
was a barrier to them running more D&D, and that they
wanted to “feel more like an orchestra conductor over some-
one who’s both putting down the train tracks AND fueling
the train” (D4).

Another DM said that DMs often fail to take into ac-
count monsters’ unique abilities and stats when running en-
counters, making simplifications to manage a large num-
ber of monsters. For example, a monster with very high
intelligence and low dexterity attempting to move sneakily
“should know not to move and make a bunch of noise” (D6).

Thematic Commonsense. We asked DMs what parts of
monsters’ game statistics they found to be the most impor-
tant for their understanding of how to use a monster in their
game, and found that multiple DMs used a concept of “base-
line” monsters to gain a broad understanding of a monster
when they first encounter it. The idea of the baseline mon-
ster was not to find a specific monster to compare another
to, but to determine which parts of an individual monster’s
game statistics to focus on, and which parts to use prior the-
matic commonsense to fill in.

In this context, we define thematic commonsense as the
DM’s intuitive understanding of D&D as a game with me-
dieval fantasy themes, and how they might draw inspira-
tion from other works of fantasy literature. For example, a
DM might intuitively understand that a dragon is a kind of
winged reptile with a fire breath based on their consumption
of other fantasy works, reason that all dragons are capable
of flight, and focus on a particular dragon’s unique abilities
rather than flight speed (D7). Although D&D reference ma-
terial does not include an explicit description of the dragon’s
fire breath, the DM might base their narration on depictions
of fire breath from other authors.

We find this similar to the idea of a genus-differentia def-
inition (Parry and Hacker 1991), in that DMs use their gen-
eral background understanding of fantasy settings to define
their personal genus and supplement prior knowledge by
skimming monster reference books for differentia. This sug-
gests that co-DM systems should focus on helping DMs ex-
tract these differentiae, and that they also require the same
extensive background knowledge as the user. For the D&D
domain, we believe that LLMs such as GPT-3 (Brown et al.
2020) have included sufficient information on the game and
the game books themselves in their training corpus so as to
establish such a background knowledge. However, we are in-
terested in methods for establishing this thematic common-
sense knowledge for works not included in models’ training
data in future work.

Simple Language. Multiple DMs emphasized that they
would like a co-DM system to present monster information
in plain language, rather than the elaborate prose found in
game reference manuals (D3-6). As a work of fantasy litera-
ture, D&D publications (including reference manuals) often
use heavy figurative language and obscure words. For exam-
ple, the first paragraph of an owlbear’s description reads:

An owlbear’s screech echoes through dark valleys
and benighted forests, piercing the quiet night to an-
nounce the death of its prey. Feathers cover the thick,
shaggy coat of its bearlike body, and the limpid pupils
of its great round eyes stare furiously from its owlish
head (Crawford, Mearls, and Perkins 2018, pg. 147).

This style of description continues for seven additional
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paragraphs. On average, across all D&D monsters published
on D&D Beyond, a monster’s description and list of abil-
ities contains 374 words (min: 0, max: 2,307). DMs often
use multiple monsters together in the same encounter, com-
pounding the amount of information they must hold in their
mind.

Monster descriptions often include descriptions of the
monster, its abilities, and lore. Some DMs’ preferred method
of referencing monster lore while running the game was to
skim the full monster entry, and the complex and long prose
often led to DMs feeling overwhelmed (D4, D5). Other DMs
wanted a short and salient mechanical (i.e. focusing on mon-
ster’s game abilities and actions) description, rather than a
narrative (lore and history-focused) one (D3, D6).

Overall, the complexity of monster descriptions led DMs
to forget parts of monsters’ lore or abilities during game-
play (D5) or use overly broad simplifications that did not
capture an individual monster’s uniqueness (D6). While of-
fline resources exist to help DMs run monsters (e.g. Amman
(2019)), they cannot account for the environment or generate
a unique scenario for each encounter with the same monster.
We believe that LLMs’ capability to summarize and gener-
ate unique material is particularly applicable to these chal-
lenges.

Implementation
In this section, we describe the three interfaces we developed
to provide DMs with the sorts of support they desired. These
interfaces were designed with ”in the wild” deployment in
mind:

1. Encounter Understanding: a zero-shot method to gener-
ate a concise setup of an encounter, using GPT-3.

2. Focused Brainstorming: a conversational method for
DMs to ask additional questions about an encounter or
refine an encounter summary, using ChatGPT.

3. Open-Domain Chat Baseline: a conversational interface
without the focus of an encounter, using ChatGPT.

Our implementation differs from other efforts to develop
AI-powered co-creative agents in two ways. First, compared
to models where the AI acts as the writer, AI-generated con-
tent is not necessarily directly exposed to the audience. CA-
LYPSO only presents ideas to a human DM, who has final
say over what is presented to the players. Second, compared
to co-writing assistants where the writer has plentiful time to
iterate, the time between idea and presentation is very short.
Since the DM uses CALYPSO in the midst of running a real
game, CALYPSO should be frictionless to adopt and should
not slow down the game.

Encounter Understanding
The first interface we provided to DMs was a button to use a
large language model to distill down game statistics and lore
available in published monster stat blocks. To accomplish
this, we prompted GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020) (specifically,
the text-davinci-003 model) with the text of the chosen en-
counter, the description of the setting the encounter was tak-
ing place in, and the game statistics and lore of each monster

involved in the encounter. The full prompts are available in
the appendix.

We began by presenting the LLM with the task to sum-
marize monsters’ abilities and lore and the environment. We
collected feedback from DMs after generating the extracted
information by allowing them to select a positive or nega-
tive feedback button, and optionally leave comments in an
in-app modal. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2.

Summarization. At first, we prompted GPT-3 to “summa-
rize the following D&D setting and monsters for a DM’s
notes without mentioning game stats,” then pasted verbatim
the text description of the setting and monster information.
For decoding, we used a temperature of 0.9, top-p of 0.95,
and frequency and presence penalties of 1. Based on feed-
back from DMs (discussed below), we later changed to a
more abstract “understanding” task described below.

Abstractive Understanding. In the understanding task,
we prompted GPT-3 with the more abstract task to help
the DM “understand” the encounter, along with explicit in-
structions to focus on the unique aspects of each creature,
use information from mythology and common sense, and to
mention how multiple creatures interact with each other. Af-
ter these instructions, we included the same information as
the Summarization task above. Finally, if a monster had no
written description, we included instructions in place of the
monster’s description telling CALYPSO to provide the DM
information from mythology and common sense. For de-
coding, we used a temperature of 0.8, top-p of 0.95, and a
frequency penalty of 0.5.

Focused Brainstorming
To handle cases where a single round of information extrac-
tion was not sufficient or a DM had additional focused ques-
tions or ideas they wanted assistance elaborating, we also
provided an interface to open a private thread for focused
brainstorming. Available at any time after an encounter was
randomly chosen, we provided the same encounter informa-
tion as in the Encounter Understanding interface as an initial
prompt to ChatGPT (i.e., gpt-3.5-turbo) (OpenAI 2022). If
the DM had used the Encounter Understanding interface to
generate an information block, we also provided it as context
(Figure 4). The full prompts are available in the appendix.
For decoding, we used a temperature of 1, top-p of 0.95, and
a frequency penalty of 0.3.

Open-Domain Chat Baseline
Finally, we made a baseline open-domain chat interface
available to all players, without the focus of an encounter.
As this interface was available at any time and open-ended,
it helped provide a baseline for how DMs would use AI chat-
bots generally. To access the interface, users were able to
run a bot command, which would start a new thread. We
prompted ChatGPT to take on the persona of a fantasy crea-
ture knowledgeable about D&D, and generated replies to
every message sent in a thread opened in this manner. For
decoding, we used a temperature of 1, top-p of 0.95, and
a frequency penalty of 0.3. Unlike the private threads cre-
ated by the Focused Brainstorming interface, open-domain
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(a) An example of the kinds of information
DMs reference in an encounter. Digesting the
myriad sources of information and using them
to build a compelling narrative is a challeng-
ing task.

(b) After rolling an
encounter, the interface
DMs used to interact with
CALYPSO. (c) An example of CALYPSO’s summary of the encounter.

Figure 2: Using the Encounter Understanding interface to generate a distilled summary of an encounter.

conversation threads were public and allowed other users to
join.

Experimental Setup
By deploying CALYPSO in the wild, we sought to learn how
real DMs would adopt the new technology (if at all) and the
emergent use cases that would arise.

We set up a special “play-by-post living world” game,
which we describe below, and invited 71 players and DMs
(referred to as P1-71) to participate by posting on D&D re-
cruitment forums. While preserving the core foundations of
D&D, our setup allowed us to conduct a large-scale study
with a greater number of play sessions than studying indi-
vidual games of D&D.

In this section, we describe our methodology for setting
up this large-scale D&D game.

D&D Game Setup
All gameplay occurred on our Discord server. We used
Avrae, a D&D Discord bot with over five million users, to
facilitate gameplay. Avrae is commonly used to run D&D
games in this fashion, so the large-scale game was famil-
iar to players and DMs (Zhu et al. 2023). All participants
were asked to review the server’s research statement and to
provide their informed consent before participating. Partic-
ipants were compensated with free access to all published
D&D game materials (worth $981.35). We explain the core
differences between a traditional game of D&D and our
setup here:

Play-by-Post. While most commonly D&D is played in
person or using a virtual teleconference, a large number of
players also play in a text-only mode known as “play-by-
post”. In play-by-post games, rather than acting out char-
acters using voices and body movements, players narrate

their characters’ actions and speech in a textual format. This
text-based modality allowed us to monitor a large number of
play sessions and allowed players to interface with language
models without having to add an additional step to transcribe
verbal play into text.

Living World. Our setup takes aspects from playing both
prewritten modules and homebrew worlds. Traditionally,
groups are comprised of 1 DM and 3-6 players playing in
different worlds created by the DM, who play in regularly
scheduled 3-4 hour play sessions (most commonly, once a
week). To allow for a larger scale study, in our setting, all 71
players exist in the same would, which we created. To emu-
late traditional play sessions, players form groups of 3-6 (on
average) to partake in self-contained quests in the setting,
always returning to a central hub after each quest. Within
the hub, players are free to interact with each other, allow-
ing room for storytelling and character development through
roleplay without a DM. Outside the hub, we created a di-
verse set of environments that players could explore, each
with a short description and image.

Mode of Play
In the CALYPSO study, the primary mode of play was a
random encounter system: players explore the established
world and the DM is given a set of monsters to use (ran-
domly selected from a table of encounters). The DM must
then create an encounter involving those monsters for their
players to play in. By giving DMs access to the interfaces de-
scribed above, we study how language models can be used
with focused local knowledge to help a DM understand com-
plex monster lore, interactions, and how to incorporate new
encounters into an existing setting. Figure 1 shows the flow
of how an encounter is randomly chosen and how a DM
might use CALYPSO to help build a compelling narrative.
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Results and Discussion
In this section, we compile the ways that DMs adopted CA-
LYPSO’s three interfaces into their games. We highlight the
successes and failures of LLMs, and describe its emergent
use cases. We refer to the DMs who used CALYPSO as P1-
P71 in this section.

Encounter Understanding
Summarization. DMs interacted with the summarization
model in 37 encounters, indicating that the summary helped
them understand the monsters and setting in 13 encounters
and did not help in 7 encounters.

We found that DMs appreciated the summary for distill-
ing long information from stat blocks (P10) or highlighting
an aspect of the monster to focus on (P8). However, when
prompted with the task to summarize provided information,
GPT-3 would focus too much on numeric game stats (de-
spite the prompt stating not to) and summarize the environ-
ment and monsters separately, often focusing too much on
the environment (P3). For example, for an encounter involv-
ing 12 Blink Dogs, the model’s output simply paraphrased
the information written in the setting and stat block rather
than suggesting more interesting interactions:

CALYPSO: A warm and calm autumnal forest with a
river running through it, the players can travel through
this area towards the distant mountain range. The
creatures they may encounter here are blink dogs;
they have an armor class of 13, 22 Hit Points, a speed
of 40 ft., as well as skills in Perception and Stealth.
They also possess limited intelligence and understand
Sylvan though cannot speak it.

Although the information presented by CALYPSO is fac-
tually correct, DMs argued that simply rephrasing the infor-
mation in the monster’s reference material “doesn’t really
help in running an encounter” (P8) and generally wanted
“more information about [the monsters] and why they might
interact with [the players]” (P11). DMs wanted CALYPSO
to generate details that were entirely omitted from the refer-
ence material, using the written reference as only a basis to
gain an understanding of the monster.

Another common case where CALYPSO did not present
a helpful summary was when a monster did not have a
published prose description, only numeric game stats. Most
commonly, such creatures were an animal found in real life
(e.g. a brown bear; P3) or relied entirely on a DM’s thematic
commonsense to run (e.g. a snow golem; P3). In these cases,
the model would only use minimal external knowledge (e.g.
noting that giant boars usually had “thick, protective skin”)
rather than using thematic commonsense to make up a more
interesting narrative (discussed in Design Motivation). We
found that in order for the LLM to use external knowledge
about monsters rather than only what was written in game
stats, we had to prompt it with explicit instructions to do so.
With these findings in mind, we remodeled the summariza-
tion task to a more abstract “understanding” task, in which
we provided the model explicit instructions to use thematic
commonsense.

Summarization

Abstractive

0% 25% 50% 75%

Helpful Not Helpful No Feedback

Figure 3: DMs found the Abstractive Understanding method
of distilling monster information more consistently helpful
than the Summarization method.

Abstractive Understanding. Overall, DMs much pre-
ferred this more abstract task: over interactions in 114 en-
counters, DMs indicated that the summary helped them un-
derstand the monsters and setting in 55 encounters and did
not help in 2 encounters. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of
feedback for each interface.

Primarily, DMs using this model were satisfied with its
ability to describe monsters based on real-life animals (P8),
creature behavior (P3), interactions with players (P3), how
to roleplay creatures (P12), and general performance (P3,
P8, P11-13). The most common undesired behavior DMs
noticed was the model hallucinating, or making up, facts
about the monsters, such as giving giant spiders telepathy
(P15), an insect monster a poison ability (P8), or a frost sala-
mander wings (P14). Given the same example encounter as
above, the model’s output includes much more useful infor-
mation about appearance and monster behavior:

CALYPSO: The blink dogs are canine creatures, about
the size of a large dog. Their fur is a mottled grey and
white colour, and their eyes flash yellow when they
use their supernatural ability to blink in and out of ex-
istence. They are surprisingly fast despite their size,
and can easily keep up with most horses. In terms of
behavior, the blink dogs are curious but shy creatures
who prefer to avoid contact with other creatures un-
less absolutely necessary. If threatened, they will use
their blinking power to confuse and disorientate their
opponents before attacking with a pack mentality. The
blink dogs of this forest seem particularly adept at
working together as a unit and can prove a formidable
foe if provoked.

As the Summarization and Abstractive Understanding
tasks differ only in prompting methods, we demonstrate
how sensitive prompting approaches can be. It is possible
that GPT-3 is overfit on the word “summarize”, and even
subtle changes in prompt design encourage original and
domain-specific generation. With these alterations, we found
that LLMs are capable of synthesizing creative ideas about
D&D monsters using thematic commonsense contained in
its training priors.

We also found that if we repeated a certain phrase mul-
tiple times in the prompt, e.g. “you may use information
from mythology and common sense” (which could occur if
an encounter involved multiple monsters with no published
lore), the model would often include the phrase “mythology
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Dungeon Master

Calypso

Figure 4: Using the Focused Brainstorming interface to ask
specific questions about an encounter. CALYPSO suggests
reasons why the players might encounter the monsters and
how they might act.

and common sense” verbatim in its output. This is likely
a case of degenerative output (Holtzman et al. 2020). To
prevent this, each time a set phrase would have been tem-
plated in, we instead randomly chose 2-4 words from the set
{”folklore”, “common sense”, “mythology”, “culture”} and
inserted them in a random order (e.g. “use information from
common sense, mythology, and folklore”).

Effect of Hallucinations. We find that not all hallucina-
tions are undesired. In many cases, the model suggests mon-
ster behaviors or appearances that are not explicitly written
out in monster descriptions, such as the appearance of the
blink dogs’ fur in the example above. More drastic devia-
tions, such as the model suggesting giving a creature wings,
were however undesired.

DMs often take creative liberty to synthesize sensical
information that isn’t included in the source material. As
shown above, they expect their tools to do the same when
necessary – while the Summarization interface was more
conservative in ensuring it did not hallucinate any details,
the Abstractive Understanding interface was more well-
received even with minor hallucinations. Since the DM acts
as a curator of the model’s output, the DM can choose which
of the generations to accept.

Focused Brainstorming
In total, DMs used the focused brainstorming model in 71
encounters, comprising a total of 162 rounds of conversa-

tion. DMs used the brainstorming model in a number of
diverse way, which we qualitatively coded and tabulate in
Table 1. Here, we discuss these use cases and some failure
cases.

General and Specific Descriptions. The most common
way DMs used the interface was to ask it for a high level
description of a given encounter and specific descriptions
of points in the encounter. Since our prompt included infor-
mation on the setting and involved monsters, the model was
able to reference the information in its description. Addition-
ally, the conversational nature of the language model added
to its context, so DMs could reference earlier ideas without
having to repeat them. This allowed DMs to ask CALYPSO
to simply “describe this scene” or “describe X” without hav-
ing to specify additional details (P3, P8-10, P12, P16-20).

After presenting an idea to their players and seeing what
part of the encounter players interacted with, the DM was
able to ask follow-up questions to describe in detail specific
elements the players interacted with. For example, when
running an encounter involving a ship’s figurehead that was
washed ashore, P3 first asked for a description of the figure-
head. Then, when the players investigated it further, P3 fol-
lowed up by asking for “a description about its construction,
specifically how it was carved, and perhaps what D&D race
crafted it.” This allowed DMs to elaborate on specific parts
of an encounter when it became relevant, rather than present-
ing a large amount of information up front. However, DMs
found that the model struggled sometimes to describe com-
bat, and suggested that including more information about the
combat state (similar to Zhu et al. (2023)) or map placement
information could help generate more specific descriptions
(P3, P9). Some DMs used these descriptions verbatim (P3,
P8, P17), while others picked out particularly vivid phrases
to use in a description of their own (P3, P8, P10, P12, P20).
Others disagreed with the model’s description and wrote
their own instead (P13, P16, P18, P19).

Strategy. Another common use case for DMs was to ask
the model for monsters’ “motives, tactics, and who they
might prioritize [in a fight]” (P8-9, P12-13, P19, P23). As
discussed in Design Motivation, coming up with and stick-
ing to strategies for each monster can be overwhelming, and
often DMs use simplifications to manage their mental load.
This use case allowed DMs to create more engaging fights
with clearer paths to resolutions by describing a creature’s
motive and specific tactics the creature would use. For ex-
ample, when a DM asked how a pack of ten wolves might
approach a camping party, the model suggested to have the
wolves “circle around the camp, hiding behind trees and
bushes [...] and wait until a member of the party is alone and
vulnerable before striking, hoping to separate and weaken
the group” (P8). Similar to the interactions with descrip-
tions, these DMs did not always use the strategy presented
by the model; sometimes they picked and chose interest-
ing suggestions, while other times they chose a different ap-
proach.

Making Decisions. Some DMs used the model to get an
opinion on two options they had already written or thought
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Use Case Description Example
General Descriptions Asking the model to generate a high-level

description of a scene and encounter.
“Describe this encounter from the player’s perspec-
tive.” (P8)

Specific Descriptions Asking specific questions about parts of
the encounter, often in response to player
actions.

“Describe drinking games that the satyrs are taking
part in that are so dangerous someone could get hurt
doing them.” (P17)

Strategy Using the model to understand monster
motives and get suggestions for their tac-
tics.

“Why would a Displacer Beast Kitten leave the
safety of its den if it believes an intruder is nearby?”
(P12)

Making Decisions Using the model to decide how the DM
should run a given encounter.

“Should a diplomatic solution be possible for this en-
counter?” (P14)

List of Ideas Generating a list of multiple ideas to build
off of individually.

“give me encounter ideas” (P10)
“...make up more [magic items] to make this en-
counter more interesting.” (P19)

Table 1: A list of common ways DMs used the Focused Brainstorming interface.

of (P3, P8-9, P12-14, P18, P23). For example, when players
encountered a ravine whose bottom was enshrouded in mist,
one DM asked whether the mist should hide a very long or
short drop. The model would sometimes simply give feed-
back on both of the options without choosing one (“Both
options have their merits depending on the tone and style of
your game...”; P3) and sometimes give a more straightfor-
ward answer (“...would that revenant have a vengeance to-
wards the party member?” / “Yes, absolutely...”; P12). DMs
did not ask the model to come to a conclusive decision, sug-
gesting that the model providing its “opinion” helped inspire
the DM, without relying on it to run the encounter.

List of Ideas. In this use case, the DM simply asks the
model for a list of ideas; for example, a list of magic items
sea-dwelling humanoids might have (P10). We believe that
the reasoning for this use case is the same reason that makes
random tables (as discussed in Background and Related
Work) a popular method of inspiration – however, compared
to prewritten random tables, LLMs have the powerful ca-
pability of generating unique “random table” entries cus-
tomized for specific contexts.

Failure Cases. The most common failure case was when
DMs tried to invoke other tools (such as a dice rolling or
spell search bot) available in the brainstorming chat. As the
model responded to every message in the thread, it would
also respond to the other tool’s invocation and reply with a
generic error message or try to infer the other tool’s output
(e.g. “!check stealth” / “Abominable Yeti stealth check: 18”,
hallucinating a result while ignoring the output of an actual
dice roller). In some cases, the DM attempted to upload an
image, which the model was unable to view. Finally, as dis-
cussed above, the model sometimes hallucinated facts about
creatures and rules. We believe multimodality (allowing the
model to view images) and allowing the model to use tools
(e.g. to retrieve rules text, spell descriptions, or search mon-
sters) to be an interesting direction to explore in future work.

We also find that certain artifacts of the model’s training
process influences its output. For example, the model would

sometimes refuse to suggest (fantasy) races, likely due to
efforts to reduce the potential for real-world racial bias. In
another case, the model insists that it is incapable of playing
D&D, likely due to efforts to prevent the model from making
claims of abilities it does not possess. Although generally
infrequent, these artifacts suggest that domain-specific fine-
tuning may improve models’ performance.

Open-Domain Chat Baseline
Participants chatted with CALYPSO in 51 unique threads,
comprising a total of 2,295 rounds of conversation. Com-
pared to conversations with the AI in the Focused Brain-
storming interface, conversations lasted much longer (aver-
aging 45.0 rounds per interaction vs. the brainstorming in-
terface’s 2.3). Without the time pressure of an active game
that the DM is responsible for, participants spent more time
playing with the model and refining its responses to gener-
ate high-level quest ideas (P3, P8, P12, P16), character and
location names (P3, P9, P19, P22), role-play specific charac-
ters from other games (P3, P9, P12, P16), and write fanfic-
tion about events happening between their characters in the
game (P3, P8, P9, P16, P21), among other non-D&D uses.

However, during a game of D&D, DMs did not have
the time luxury to iterate on responses for hours. Without
CALYPSO’s management of the game, DMs would have to
spend many turns of conversation copying and pasting in-
formation to provide it to the LLM, taking attention away
from the game and making the baseline implementation un-
suitable for real-world adoption.

We believe this highlights the difference between syn-
chronous and asynchronous systems and the importance
of removing friction from AI-augmented user interfaces –
while the human user may have the capability to supply a
LLM with additional information, the burden should be on
the synchronous system, not the user.

Conclusions
In this paper, we present CALYPSO, a system of three
LLM-powered interfaces that DMs could use to assist them
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in preparing and running focused monster encounters in
an established setting, and a large-scale study of how 71
D&D players incorporated CALYPSO into their gameplay.
Through interviews with DMs, we established common
themes and desires for AI-augmented DM tools, and used
these motivations and iterative design to guide our develop-
ment. In conclusion, we found that:
1. LLMs are capable brainstorming partners. DMs used

CALYPSO to generate both low-fidelity ideas that they
could grow using their own creative expression, and
guided it to generate high-fidelity descriptions they could
present to other players with only minor edits.

2. LLMs present thematic commonsense when prompted
to. Having been trained on a large corpus containing
D&D texts and discussions, works of fantasy literature,
and descriptions of real-world creatures, CALYPSO was
able to fill in gaps in the D&D literature by probing into
thematically relevant common sense knowledge. How-
ever, we found that to access this trove of information,
the LLM had to be explicitly prompted to do so.

3. LLMs assist, rather than replace, human DMs. CALYPSO
was designed to aid a human DM while maintaining their
creative agency. We find that human DMs use AI co-DMs
to understand complex rules text, brainstorm interactions
between non-player characters or monsters, and present
DMs with suggestions that the DM can weave into a story
to present to players without taking away from the pace
of the game. Human creativity is an integral part of sto-
rytelling games like D&D, and it is important for future
AI tools to always maintain the human’s creative agency.

LLM Prompts
In this appendix, we provide the prompts used in the CA-
LYPSO system. Generally, we make use of Markdown-style
headers to divide sections of the prompt. For chat-based
models, we annotate each message with the corresponding
role (system, assistant, or user, as exposed in the ChatGPT
API).

Encounter Understanding
Summarization
Summarize the following D&D setting and
monsters for a Dungeon Master’s notes
without mentioning game stats.

Setting
=======
<Setting description inserted here.>

Creatures
=========
<Name>
------
<Statistics and lore inserted here. If the
encounter involves multiple creatures,
repeat for each creature.>

Summary
=======

Abstractive Understanding
Your name is Calypso, and your job is to
help the Dungeon Master with an encounter.
Your task is to help the DM understand the
setting and creatures as a group, focusing
mainly on appearance and how they act.
Especially focus on what makes each creature
stand out.

Avoid mentioning game stats.
You may use information from common sense,
mythology, and culture.
If there are multiple creatures, conclude by
mentioning how they interact.

Encounter: <Encounter inserted here.>

The rest of the prompt follows as in the Summarization
prompt above, beginning with the setting. If a monster did
not have published lore, we inserted the string “Calypso,
please provide the DM with information about the (mon-
ster name) using information from (folklore, common sense,
mythology, and culture)” (see Results and Discussion: En-
counter Understanding) in place of lore.

Focused Brainstorming
SYSTEM: You are a creative D&D player and DM
named Calypso.

Avoid mentioning game stats. You may use
information from common sense, mythology,
and culture.

USER: I’m running this D&D encounter: <
Encounter inserted here.>

<Setting and creatures inserted here, in the
same format as Abstractive Understanding.>

Your job is to help brainstorm some ideas
for the encounter.

If the DM used the Encounter Understanding interface be-
fore starting a brainstorming thread, we add an additional
message to the prompt:
USER: Here’s what I have so far:
<Summary generated by Encounter
Understanding inserted here.>

This allows the DM to reference ideas proposed by CA-
LYPSO in its summary without having to repeat the entire
message, aiding continuity.
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